Lr.No. NFTE/AP/MBN/2016

26-07-2016

To
The Chief General Manager Telecom
BSNL-AP Circle, Hyderabad
Respected Sir,

Sub :- Harassment & Brutal attack by GMTD, Mahabubnagar, AP
circle to our union members– tangent action by the CGMT
–Requested.
Ref :-Circle Secretaries team discussions held with the CGMT,HD
dated 22-07-2016

****

In continuation of our circle Secretaries team along with the JAC members
of Mahabubnagar took place on 22-07-2016, It is to state
that the
GMTD,Mahabubnagar Sri P. Padmanabham, HR.No. 198604841 is habit of
harassing our staff members by adopting in various methods. He is a man of rude
mentality. He always used to use foul language with the staff members. Officers are
afraiding
to joint at Mahabubnagar because of rude mentality this GMTD. The
posted officers putting on long leave for modification of orders even though it is
adjacent to the state head quarters of AP circle ie Hyderabad.
In development and other parameters Mahabaubnagar SSA is in 23 or 22
Number out of 23 SSAs of the circle. He will not allow the executives and non
executives to work.
On 19-07-2016 he called Sri Y. Arun kumar, Junior Egineer, he happened
to be our branch secretary of our GMTD Office, Mahabubnagar leaving all the
hierarchy of JTO, SDE, AGM and DGM and started scolding, abusing in a untold un
parliamentary language. At last unbearable situation the official is trying to come
out of his chamber, then the GMTD in a aggressive mood ran away behind him to
beat him. Out side his chamber our DS Com. P.Anajaneyulu, and , JTO,
Pattabhi stopped him and conveyance him not to do such things and requested to
behave like a GM only.
Our Branch Secretary Com. Y. Arun Kumar shocked, mentally disturbed and
caused for mental agony. He attempt for suicide two times. Our DS Com.
P.Anjaneyulu saved him and accompanied him for two days. In this horrible
situation all executive and non executive employees unions/Associations
of Mahabubnagar formed JAC and issued trade union and discussed the
prevailing situation in toto with the CGM.
We all Circle Secretaries team along with MBN SSA unions requested the
you to surrender the GMTD,MBN to the DOT as done in case of Sri Raghavendra
Rao of the then GM EG Dt.,in earlier occasion in view of seriousness of the SSA.
But the you decided to given an opportunity to the GM MBN and counseling has to
be given him. Where as our circle level leaders up hold the view that there will not
any change in his attitude because similar counseling had been given by the
previous two CGMs but there is no use,so tangent action is required.
There fore
it is re iterated that ultimate sufferer is our member, he
committed suicide two times, if any thing as happened family members will put to
irrecoverable loss no body will recoup. Thus this union
requested to take
immediate steps
to surrender him to the DOT there by other any SSA will not
suffer. His previous history also not so good. Hence requested to tangent action in
this regard,
Thanking You,

Copy to :
The GS,NFTE,CHQ, ND for n/a

Yours Sincerely
(Ch.Chandrsekhara Rao)
Circle Secretary

